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like the astonishments, playfulness, and transformation open to the individual ready to open the
entranceway to God. The 1st section of the book consists of a long interview with Fr. Thomas
Keating’s latest quantity on how we might develop our intimacy with God and our connection with
the Christian contemplative tradition. Thomas, where he examines ideas of the divine&dash;A
distillation of over seventy years as a monastic and a lot more than three decades of writing on
centering prayer, Reflections on the Unknowable is Fr. The second section consists of thirty-one
brief homilies, which range over topics as diverse as the Trinity and the message of Epiphany,
spiritual evolution and cultivating interior silence, and the treasure of spiritual poverty and the beauty
of chaos.
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read this beautiful work of one great man's life This little book is Thomas' "Summa Contemplationis".
No review could perform it justice. We live in time, but there is absolutely no time in eternity. In the
modern world, religious variations have spawned wars which threaten to engulf the entire planet. A
Good ASSIST IN The Process This book has provided considerable clarity to several understandings
that were not clear to me but I think critical to moving forward in my contemplation. Thomas Keating
writes (p. 58): "Religion needs to make sure that it really is leading and teaching visitors to go in this
path (i.e. They are important, but only up to point; Otherwise, it isn't really conference its purpose
and getting too involved in externals, rituals and structures., towards contemplative prayer)." If you
want to understand prayer, don't read this publication. God could work independently of religious
beliefs. He has many ways of bringing people to himself. A modern day prophet This man is so
inspirational. they're not leads to themselves. Thomas Keating Another insightful read by Fr. Thank
you Dad Thomas! I knew it could be good, but it went significantly beyond that. The interview was
especially enlightening. but still the Mystery of God may be the Great Unknowable. Download e-
dition to take pleasure from small chunks at the same time Fr. Deeper Meaning Look inside your
soul, this will help enlightenment. The 1st section is usually a transcriot of a recent 2013 interview,
and Fr. Thomas' voice and humor come through as he describes the journey, the seated period,
the individual condition. The second portion are reflections on different themes. He's practical and
insightful. Coming to the Unknowable Its when we have no idea, or feel cut off, or even abandoned
by God ...we've the power to keep the search in the darkness.We've ideas of God, we have heard
different alternatives of Who He's.. The man is charming and his charisma is certainly felt in ever
phrase.If you are thinking about contemplative prayer or practice it in virtually any form - whether
centering prayer, Christian contemplation, lectio divina or by any other name - don't miss that
one.Words are just expressions from what our minds try to describe. Words come from thoughts,
thoughts result from the energy withinour mind. But our mind provides been imprinted with the desire
for eternity. It must be a bedside read for all of every religious affiliation and also by those that
detest religion. A fascinating read Thomas Keating is a grasp of the spiritual existence and I have
enjoyed all the books he has written through the years. Its the desire to search for love and peace
and pleasure this is the gift directed at us and the power to continue the search. I cannot endorse
this book as well strongly. Our real house is eternity.Its alone we learn the vocabulary to speak and
listen. This book points out the path of reflections of the Unknowable. Mankind must be raised up all
over the place to realize what Fr. Don't miss this opportunity for more development - I'm rereading it
and getting ultimately more nuances from the second reading. Just even more Keating and a joy to
learn simply because he invites us arrive mainly because our pilgrimage deepens. God is usually
phoning us to come to Him, He delivered His only Son Jesus showing us the method and even the
feeling to be abandoned is usually itself a contact to come home. Don' miss this chance of deeper
development. It gets to to the soul of contemplation, and inspires me to continue my prayer. Of
course I am a fan of Father Thomas Keating, a Benedictine Monk who opened contemplative
prayer to the lay person. I've a lot of his books which one obviously reflects his own trip and where
he is in his relationship with his God in 2015. He's now in his 90s. The desire to know is a indelible
imprint on our brain and gets to beyond time and energy to the Great Unknowable. I've many hard
copy books of TK, but the last few I've downloaded on my iPad, accessible and bookmark, since
these are books to take pleasure from, also as a springboard to Lectio Divina. His wisdom is
available to all who read his books and this one is not any exception. I recommend this book to
everyone. If you want to pray, read this beautiful work of 1 great man's Deepest understanding This
is perhaps Keating's finest book. Keating. He continues to inspire, inform, and moreover let’s us
understand God loves us. Five Stars excellent copy Five Stars Wonderful book to read, thoughtful,



hopeful. Some individuals have been so damaged by religious misinformation or malformation they
can no longer go by that path. I loved every second of reading and will read it again and again! Five
Stars This book is completely worth reading.. Thomas reaches the center if the matter! Appreciate
his writings and knowledge Anything by Thomas Keaton's is really worth the money.
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